►►Unit LC Light Fabric

██SORTING AND SHUFFLING THE LC FABRICS:

Step 1: Cut (5) 15” by 42” strips from three light fabrics (Colors
#2, #3, and #4).

Since you have three different light fabrics, it is necessary to shuffle
your stacks before you begin piecing to prevent the same colors
showing up in adjacent sections on each unit as you sew your blocks
together.

Step 2: Stack the strips, right-side-up, from each color, into (2)
stacks as follows:
•
•

Stack #1: #C2, #C3, #C4,
#C2, #C3, #C4, #C2, #C3.
Stack #2: #C4, #C2, #C3,
#C4, #C2, #C3, #C4.

Step 2:
Make (6)

Sub-cut into (6) stacks of 14-1/2” x
13-1/2” rectangles. From each of the
(3) piles cut from Stack #1, remove (1)
rectangle so you have (7) per stack.
Remove (1) Fabric #C2 from pile 1, (1)
Fabric #C3 from pile 2, and (1) Fabric #C4 from pile 3.
Step 3

Step 3: Position (1) Unit LC Light
Fabric Template Layout Sheet onto
each stack with the (7) light fabrics,
right-side-up.

Unit LC
Light Fabric

Step 4

NOTE - Paper Clip Placement: Be sure that the clips don’t cross over any
of the cutting lines.

Step 5: Slice on Line 1 and move the piece to the side and
continue cutting on the rest of the lines, in order until all of the
sections are cut.
Step 5

Step 5, cont.

Sec. 5
Sec. 4

Sec. 9
Sec. 8

Sec. 12

Sec. 13

Sec. 16

Sec. 20

Sec. 17

Step 6: When the whole block is cut, reorganize the sections
from largest to smallest in a line. Stack them
in numerical order with Section 1 on top.
Repeat this process for
all (6) stacks. Do
not place the
pieces back into
any bags until you
have completed
Sec. 1
the shuffling.
Step 6

Sec. 21

►►Shuffling and Sorting the Light Fabrics:
Step 1: Leave Sec. 1 for each stack, stacked as it is. If you are using
Sub-bags, place one set of Sec. 1 into each Sub-bag, otherwise, place
them all into Bag #1.
Step 2: Remove the paper clip and Template from Sec. 4, take
the top piece of fabric and place it on the bottom of the pile, then
replace the Template and paper clip back onto the stack to keep the
pieces together. Again, if you have chosen to use sub-bags, place one
group into each of the (6) sub-bags, or, place all of them into Bag #1.
Step 3: Remove the paper clip and Template from Sec. 5, take the
top (2) pieces of fabric and place them on the bottom of the pile,
then replace the template and paper clip back onto the stack to keep
the pieces together. Place the shuffled Sec. 5 stacks into the proper
sub-bag, or all of them into Bag #1.

Step 4: Paper clips are placed onto
each stack to hold the strips together
in sets as you cut apart the individual
sections.

4

Sub-Bag Sorting Option: There are (6) stacks of light fabrics
with (7) pieces, each. Obtaining (6) sub-bags to place the pieces in
so you will only work on (7) units at a time during paper piecing may
be helpful if you are new to paper piecing. If you decide to use subbags, sort your Fabric #C1 sets into the sub-bags by putting one stack
of each section into each of the (6) bags.

Step 4: Continue with this approach, as follows, re-clipping
upon shuffling, then placing each shuffled section stack into the
appropriate sub-bag or placing all of them back into Bag #1:
Step 5: For the remaining stacks for each section, shuffle as follows,
then re-clip them and place the shuffled stack into the appropriate
Bag. If you have chosen to use sub-bags, then place (1) stack for each
Section into each of the (6) sub-bags, with the dark pieces already
in them. If you are placing them all in Bag #1, simply put all of the
stacks back into Bag #1 once the shuffling is complete.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sec. 8: Leave this stack as is.
Sec. 9: Shuffle the top fabric to the bottom.
Sec. 12: Shuffle the top 2 fabrics to the bottom.
Sec. 13: Leave this stack as is.
Sec. 16: Shuffle the top fabric to the bottom.
Sec. 17: Shuffle the top 2 fabrics to the bottom.
Sec. 20: Leave this stack as is.
Sec. 21: Shuffle the top fabric to the bottom.

██UNIT A AND UNIT B BACKGROUND
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: BAGS #2 TO #5
►►Unit A and Unit B Background Fabrics,
Color #5 and Color #6
Step 1: Precut (6) 12” by 42” strips from each Fabric #C5 and
Fabric #C6.
NOTE - Fabric #C1 and #C6 are the same: You should have put the leftover
from Fabric #C1 with Bags #3 and #5 for these cutting instructions already.
Cut and sort this fabric in accordance with Steps 1 & 2, into Bags #3 & #5.
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